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RIPPLE. 
 
If one was to say there have been beneficial side effects to the covid19 
pandemic it would be in relation to our RIPPLE activities. During the lockdown 
early in the year all activity ceased but as restrictions eased and people, being 
wary of walking with a large group, looked for alternative ways of exercising our 
RIPPLE activities became a way of exercising with a group outdoors, being able 
to social distance and keep in contact with others. The number of people wanting 
to participate and actively helping has significantly increased. This is welcome as 
not only larger tasks can be undertaken but small 2/3 people tasks can be done 
as well.   
During the last twelve months we have improved public paths in Central 
Bedfordshire at 17 locations, 14 locations with our RIPPLE team and 3 locations 
in small 1/2/3 people teams. In Bedford Borough ( Bedford and North Beds) 15 
locations, 4 locations  with our RIPPLE team and at 11 locations in small 1/2/3 
people teams. The work done has ranged from major clearance of blocked paths 
to widening paths because of overgrowth and improving the surfaces by 
strimming. Replacing and or adding marker posts. Replacing or adding 
directional discs. Assisting landowners with posts and discs. In one location our 
RIPPLE team did a walk and fix which included clearance, post re-setting and 
disc replacement. 
During the year 6 members of the group attended and renewed their power tool 
qualifications for another three years. 
Another beneficial side to our work is the increasing contact with Landowners 
and or Farmers and in some case local councillors and Parish Clerks. This two 
way dialogue and the work we are doing is showing Ramblers in a more positive 
light. 
There is always work to be done as paths need to be maintained on a regular 
basis and it is pleasing to see our volunteers turning out in all weathers and 
doing a really great job of improving paths across the county for the benefit of 
walkers everywhere. 
They deserve a BIG THANK YOU. 
 
 
 
 
RIPPLE Locations this year. (In alphabetical order). Work done 
Aley Green......................... Walk and fix 
Ampthill .............................  Clearance 
Blunham ...........................  Widening and overhang 
Caddington........................  Clearance 
Chalton .............................  Clearance and marker posts 
East Hyde .........................  walk and fix 
Harlington .........................  Clearance at 3 locations. Gate and post 
Kempston Hardwicke .......  Clearance and marker posts 
Kensworth ........................  Major clearance of blocked path 
Langford ........................... Clearance 
Northill .............................. Clearance, widening, overhang and surface 



Renhold ............................ Marker posts and some clearance 
Sandy ...............................  Re-opening footpath on river Ivel 
Stotfold ............................. Clearance, improving steps, surface 
Sundon ............................  Clearance, improving steps, surface 
Toddington ......................  Clearance, surface field edge, marker post 
Wilden .............................  Marker posts, surface over approx 1 mile 
Wootton ..........................  Marker posts, clearance and surface  
 
1/2/3 people team Locations (in alphabetical order)  Work done 
Carlton ........................  Cleared blocked path through hedge 
Cople ..........................  Opened up  blocked Bridleway 
Keysoe ........................  Disc marking for farmer, marker posts in several 
places 
Harlington ...................   Clearance, widening and overgrowth 
Little Staughton ...........  Disc marking for landowner 
Little Wymington ..........  Replacing marker post 
Ravensden ...................  Putting in marker post for farmer 
Renhold ........................  Marker posts and disc marking 
Ridgmont ......................  Clearance, widening, overhang and surface 
strimming 
Riseley...........................  Disc marking for farmer 
Sandy/Blunham ............  Clearance, widening and overhang  
Sharnbrook....................  Clearance and marker post replacement 
Turvey x 2 .....................  Disc marking for landowner. Marker posts 
replacement. 
 
 
 
 
PUBLICITY 
 
The role of the Publicity officer hasn't changed but the way to do it is changing. 
The main thrust for many many years has been newspapers, magazines and any 
other printed medium. Posters, taking a stand at a local event and or making 
presentations to groups was next and more recently using social media. 
With the decline of local press, the disinterest from local Radio and Television 
unless its sensationalised and this year lack of local events there has been a 
marked growth in social media.  
There will still be a need for articles to magazines such as South East Walker, 
who gives us excellent coverage as well as being an excellent magazine.  There 
will still be a need for articles and pictures to go to the other printed media and 
to Local Radio and TV just as there will be a need for printed information, flyers 
and posters to support local events and activities. 
Social media is a specialised area and there are so many i.e. Twitter, Face Book, 
Meet up, Snap chat, Whats app, Zoom,  just to name a few. These take time to 
develop. It is a different way of getting the message out there, a different way of 
promoting our activities and good works and needs a different type of person. 
Looking ahead I believe we need to develop this area.  
 
Barry Ingram 
November 2020 
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